
Selection guide
SAFE 2 visor carriers for helmet mounting

20901-001
Standard Straight

20901-010 
Standard Low Peak

20901-501
FLEX Straight

20901-510
FLEX Low Peak
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Choose a Low Peak carrier when the helmet 
has “cut-outs” for earmuffs or when the slot 
is placed above the helmet brim.

Using a Straight carrier on a “cut-out” 
helmet will make the visor tilt towards the 
chin, making it uncomfortable to wear..

Choose a Straight carrier on helmets with-
out “cut-outs” or when the slot is placed 
aligned with the helmet brim.

The FLEX carrier is equipped with an extra 
rubber seal to prevent rain, sawdust and 
other particles from falling down between 
carrier and helmet. 

The difference between the Standard 
and FLEX carrier is the amount of sealing 
provided. The Standards carrier will make a 
good choice in application such as general 
industry and construction.

Straight or Low Peak carrier
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Visor Carriers
for helmet mounting
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the chin, making it uncomfortable to 
wear.
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As seen in the photos, the difference between the 
Standard and FLEX carrier is the amount of sealing 
provided.
The Standards carrier will make a good choice in 
application such as general industry and construction etc.

The FLEX carrier prevents rain, sawdust and other 
particles from falling down between carrier and helmet, 
making it a perfect choice for forestry work. 
The extra rubber part may also allow the fitting of visor 
carriers to helmets with short or no brim.
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